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Resolution-40
Meteorological and related data
12th WMO Congress in 1995

Resolution-25
Hydrological data and products
13th WMO Congress in 1999

Resolution-60
Climate data and products
17th WMO Congress in 2015
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Data Challenges – there are a few …..

User expectations increasing

More data, more often

Resource pressure

Meeting basic obligations

More diverse data providers

Quality monitoring

Sourcing/Retaining skilled staff

Keeping up with technology change

More agile competitors

Environmental change
More extreme weather

Populations at risk

Infrastructure at risk

Compliance with regulations

Localised services

Digital delivery on demand

Commercial data

Data/metadata management

Business continuity

User capabilities increasing

Interoperability with user data 

Social media

Reliance on bespoke systems

Making investment choices

Building partnerships

Communications costs

Verification

Data for sale

Single authoritative voice

Cloud vs local

Internet of Things

Sensor webs

Traceability

Discoverability Automation

Personalised services

Build or buy

Licence conditions Revenue potential Sustainability

More diverse data platforms Research vs operational data
Data ownership and rights

Emerging compute technologies
Enabling new science

Performance monitoring
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Earth System Prediction
a complex landscape

Weather

TerrestrialAtmospheric 
Composition

Climate

Oceans

Water

Operations

Research
WMO ‘Reach’



What does it take to fill the gap in observations?
(role of Data Policy)

I. Requirements and gap analysis;
II. Outreach and advocacy – explaining the benefits of 

observations and data exchange to stakeholders;
III. Data policy – affirmation of commitment to exchange 

data for certain purpose(s), built on existing frameworks
e.g. the WMO Convention, Paris Agreement, …
• WMO Res. 40 (and new draft Res. 42);

IV. Regulatory material – national governments agreeing on 
specifics of data exchange;
• E.g. GBON provisions in new Manual on WIGOS;

V. Financial and technical support;
• E.g. Systematic Observation Finance Facility;



Current WMO Data Policy development

• World Meterorological Congress, 2019 (res. 56 (Cg-18)) -
requested Executive Council to establish process for the 
review of the WMO data policies and practices 
expressed in Resolutions 40 (“weather”), 25 (hydrology) 
and 60 (climate);

• → Study Group on Data Issues and Policies (SG-DIP); First 
meeting in February 2020: Strong recommendation that 
new overarching draft Congress resolution on data policy 
should be developed, building on Res. 40, 25 and 60;

• Drafting of new overarching WMO data policy resolution 
(“Res. 42”) for Extraordinary Congress in 2021 is 
progresssing!



“Res. 42”; new aspects
(beyond elements brought forward from Res. 40, 25 and 60)

• Unified approach guided by WMO strategic focus on Earth system 
monitoring and prediction; the data policy will therefore encompass 
data from all WMO-relevant domains and disciplines;

• Text of the resolution will call for subsequently codifying the policy 
in WMO Technical Regulations wherever possible;
– Details on which data types, datasets, model products, etc. are 

considered “essential” or “additional” data for the different domains 
WMO referred to Technical Regulations (easier to update);

• Text of the resolution calls for regular review and update of the 
policy as necessary;

• Requests to Infrastructure Commission and Secretary General to 
develop and implement systems to monitor compliance;



• {Congresss …) Agrees to have one unified data policy for all WMO domains and disciplines;

• Decides that the scope of the data policy shall cover Earth-system data exchanged among 
Members under the auspices of to the following policy on the international exchange of 
Earth-system data;

• As a fundamental principle of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and in 
consonance with the expanding requirements for its scientific and technical expertise, WMO 
commits itself to broadening and enhancing the free and unrestricted  international 
exchange of Earth-system data;

• Agrees further to maintain a two-tiered approach to international data exchange via the 
following practice : 

• (1) Members shall provide on a free and unrestricted basis essential data which are 
necessary for the provision of services in support of the protection of life and property and for 
the well-being of all nations, particularly those data, as, at a minimum, described in Annex 1 to 
this resolution, required to describe and forecast seamlessly and accurately weather, climate, 
water and other environmental conditions,

• (2) Members should also provide the additional data which are required to support WMO-
coordinated activities at the global, regional and national levels and further, as agreed, to 
assist other Members in the provision of weather, climate, water and related environmental 
services in their countries. Conditions may be placed on the use of additional data;



Draft resolution 42; Annex 1

• Outline of “essential” (mandatory exchange) and “additional” 
data (recommended to be exchanged), by domain/discipline;

• Detailed specifications referred to WMO Technical Regulations 
and other relevant documents; in some cases still to be 
developed

• Reflecting Earth System approach; Annex 1 has seven parts:
1. Weather
2. Climate
3. Hydrology
4. Atmospheric Composition
5. Oceans
6. Cryosphere
7. Space Weather



Final remarks:

• WMO is reviewing and updating its data policy, driven by 
Earth System requirements (and in part by GBON);
– All major Earth System constituencies (previous slide) 

represented in SG-DIP, developing draft resolution;
– Opportunities for consultation via Workshops (such as 

today’s event) and the WMO Data Conference itself;
• Feedback will be incorporated into draft by SG-DIP;

– Draft resolution to be discussed at the WMO Infrastructure 
Commission Session in February, upcoming WMO Regional
Association Sessions and Executive Council before
submission to Extraordinary Congress in 2021;

https://public.wmo.int/en/events/WMO-Data-Conference


Thank you
Merci
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